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SCHEDULE.
T the Court at Saint James's, the 4th day
Measures of length :—
s.
of November, 1901.
Each measure of a dekaraetre or 10 metres
including its sub-divisions—
PRESENT,
When the number of sub-divisions
The KING'S Most Excellent Majesty in Council.
does not exceed 100
0
When the number of sub-divisions
HEREAS by " The Weights and Measures
exceeds 100—
(Metric System) Act, 1897," it is enacted
Fir ihe first 100 sub-divisions 0
that the Board of Trade standai'ds which may be
For each additional KO submade under section eight of " The Weights and
divisions or any number less
Measures Act, 1878," shall include metric
than 103
0
standards derived from the iridio-platinum linear
Each measure of a double metre or
standard metre and iridio-platinum standard
2 metres including its sub-divisions—
kilogram deposited with the Board of Trade and
When the number of sub-divisions
numbered 16 and 18 respectively :
. does not exceed 100
0
When the number of sub-divisions
And whereas new denominations of stmdards
exceeds irO—
being metric standards derived from the iridioFor the first 100 tub-divisions 0
platinum linear standard rr.etre and iridio-platinum
For each additional 100 substandard kilogram deposited with the B.ard of
divisions or any number less
Trade, have bten legalized by Order in Council
than 100
... 0
dated nineteenth May, one thousand e'ght hundrei
Each measure of a metre and under, inand ninety-eight:
cluding its sub-divisions—
And whereas by section thirteen of "The
When the number cf sub-divisions
Weights and Measures Act, 1889," it ia enacted
does not exceed 100 ...
... 0
(1) that an Inspector of Weights and Measurps
When
the
number
of
sub-Oivisions
may take in respect of tie verification and
exceeds 100—
stamping of weights, measures, and weighing
For the first 100 sub-divisions 0
instruments the fees specified in the First Schedule
For each additional 100 subto the said Act, and (2) that if the Board of
divisions, or any number less
Trade represent to His Majesty that it would be
than 100
0
expedient to fix fees to be paid on the verification
Measures
of
capacity:—
and stamping of weights, measures, or weighing
Each measure of 20 litres (double dekainstruments, in cases other than those specified in
litre)
0
the said Schedule, it shall be lawful for His
Each measure of 10 litres (dekalitre) . . 0
Majesty, by Order in Council, from time to time
Each measure of 5 litres
0
to direct such fees to be paid :
Each measure of 2 litres
0
And whereas the Board of Trade represent to
Each measure of 1 litre to 0-001 litre
His Majesty that it would be expedient to fix fees
(millilitre) inclusive
0
to be paid on the verification and stamping of Cubic measure:—
weights, measures, and weighing instruments of
Each sub-divided measure —
the metric system:
When the number of sub-divisions
does not exceed 10
0
Now, therefore, His Majesty, by viitue of the
When the number of sub-divisions
power vested in Him by the said Acts, by and
exceeds 10—
with the advice of .His Privy Council, is pleased
For the first 10 sub-divisions ... 0
to add to the fees heretofore taken by Inspectors
For each additional 10 subof Weights and Measures in the United Kingdom
divisions or any number less
in manner set forth in the Schedule hereto, and
tian 10
-. 0
the fees specified in such Schedule^ shall be taken
Each separate measure (not gi aduated)
accordingly, in addition to the fees specified in
from 1,000 cubic cett metres to 1
the first schedule to " The Weights and Measures
cubic centimetre (1,000 cubic milliAct, 1889,"
A. W* FizRoy.
metres) inclusive
0
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